
Local student honestly thinks he’s the first 
to make peace pipe/marijuana connection

By Henry Johnston, Partisan Staff Reporter

A Tulsa legislator burst into flames last week
during debate on legislation that would nullify job
protection for homosexuals. Roger Williams, a
spokesman for the state fire marshal, said Rep.
Daniel Sullivan, R-Tulsa, ignited following an
accidental exposure to logic.

“It appears that Sullivan’s temperature rose
rapidly during debate of HB 1756. We suspect that
the heat may be have been released due to a sudden
collapse in the integrity of the lawmaker’s reason-
ing,” Williams said.

At the time of the ignition, Williams had just
explained that the bill “was not discrimination,
from my point of view.”
He said that the bill actu-
ally supported equal rights,
by denying “special
rights” for homosexuals.

At this point,
authorities suspect the
argument collapsed from
within. The invocation
of “special rights” jargon
collided head-on with
the numerous rights that
are “special” to heterosexu-
als, most notably the right to marry in a civil cer-
emony.

“For the lawmaker to argue in favor of
equality, he would have had to support gay mar-
riage. Unfortunately, empirical evidence sug-
gests that Sullivan does not support any recogni-
tion of homosexual unions, and therefore
believes in ‘special rights’ for heterosexuals,” said
Williams. “This damaged the credibility of the
source, making it especially easy for logic to
enter the argument.”

Normally, Williams said, such bills are
encased in a layer of homophobia, which protects
them from exposure to common sense. Williams
said that, in his haste to pander, Sullivan had for-
gotten to stress how homosexuals were the single
greatest threat to Oklahomans’ way of life.

“Had Sullivan couched his arguments in
more hysterical, reactionary terms, it would have
been impossible for logic to enter the room,” said
Williams. “Unfortunately, outside observers
were able to see that HB 1746 didn’t create any
jobs, lower any taxes, or in any way raise any-
one’s quality of life.”
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Lawmaker bursts into flames following exposure to logic

Rep. Daniel Sullivan
R-Tulsa

Above: The Native American calumet adorns the
state flag, a symbol of goodwill and peace.

Below: A similar pipe designed for smoking marijua-
na. For generations, Oklahoma high-school students
have snickered about the possible connection
between “peace,” “goodwill” and being totally
stoned, dude.

In addition, Williams said Sullivan’s argu-
ments were weakened by their inability to be
reconciled with Republican political theory.
This left his reasoning especially flammable. 

“The Republican platform favors smaller
centralized government and more local control.
By denying county and municipal governments
the ability to determine their own policies, (Sul-
livan) was in complete contradiction with the
foundation of his party.” Had the lawmaker put
forth a position consistent with this platform, he
might have been able to survive an analytical
assault, Williams explained.

Some have theorized that Sullivan’s rea-

soning was so self-contradictory that the inher-
ent paradoxes actually ripped a hole in the fab-
ric of space. “Traditionally, it was the Oklahoma
Democrats that favored these types of policies,”
said Jim Wiley, associate professor of history and
quantum physics at the University of Oklahoma.
“Seeing an Oklahoma Republican propose the
bill might have been more than the time-space
continuum could bear.”   

In any case, authorities are urging caution
as the bill advances to the Senate. Williams and
Wiley both suggested that lawmakers place the
bill aside until it can be supported with some-
thing more than paranoid ranting.

OKLAHOMA CITY (OP) – According
to classmates, an Oklahoma City 9th-grader
honestly believes he is the first person to
notice that a state symbol could be connect-
ed with the use of recreational drugs.

Witnesses say that Karl Andrews, 15,
first made the observation during his Okla-
homa history class.

“Dude, I bet they totally smoked pot in
that,” said Andrews.

The peace pipe, or calumet, is a tradition-
al Native American sign. Along with the olive
branch, it is a key component of the state flag.

For years, Oklahoma teenagers have
made the connection between “peace” and
the euphoria resulting from the use of mari-
juana. In every case, students believe they are
the first person in the history of the state to
notice this.

However, local historians suspect that
the connection has been made hundreds of
times since statehood.

“Okay yeah, I guess you could smoke pot
out of it,” said frustrated high school history
teacher Burke Warner. “We said the same
thing when I was a kid, and it was funny for
about ten minutes. Can we move on please?”

Education officials estimate that 30 min-
utes of classtime is lost per year due to stu-
dents’ snickering over the possible connec-
tion between state history and marijuana.


